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A- Choose the right answer from a, b and c: (4x2) 

 

1- We can’t go swimming because the sea  is………………………today.  

          a-staff                                   b- rough                                c-cough 

 

2- We can go to the ……………………… shop to buy the new table .     

          a-picture                                   b-future                        c- furniture 

 

3- I bought a ………….. plane for my little brother. 

          a- model                                 b-soil                                c-needle   

                       

4- My uncle  sent me a lovely ……………………… from London     

          a-postcard                             b-bus station                    c-fast car 

 

B-Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 x 2)  

 

                    ( husband – huge – fantastic – flood - Millions   )  

  

5- The elephant is a ………………………….. land animal. 

 

6-  Kuwait City is a  modern and ………………………..city. 

 

7-The Arab woman always lives and respects her ……………… .   

 

8-  …………………………. of people watched the football match on TV 

 

 

C-Choose the right answers from a, b and c: (3x2) 

9-  I haven't visited London  ……………………………………. 

           a-already                              b- all right                            c- yet  

 

10-  Omar………………play tennis, but now he plays football 

           a-used to                            b- didn’t use to                        c- use 

 

11-  My brother is good -------------------- swimming 

            a- at                                    b- in                                         c- on 
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 D- Do as shown between brackets: (3x2)     

12- The fridge is used for ( keep ) food                                     ( correct    ) 

- ……………………………………………………………………… 

13- He swims when the sea is rough .                                       (Make negative) 

- ……………………………………………………………………… 

14 - Ayoub Hussein painted this picture                                (   Ask a question)   

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

Functions 

E- Match the utterances under (A) with their reactions under (B): (4 x2)   

                    (A)                                                        (B) 

15- Have you written the e-mail?               (     ) – It was for babies in the past    

16- I’d like to be an artist.        (     ) – Me, too.    

17- A karuka was made of wood?       (     ) - Nice to meet you ‘Sir.                

18- Let’s go to the museum.        (     ) – That’s a good idea.    

                                                                    (     ) – No, not yet.   

     

F- What would you say or do in the following situations? (3x2)   

19- Your mother gave you a present. 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

20- your brother plays with a knife.       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

21- A man drives his car very fast. 

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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G- Answer only (4) questions of the following: (4 x 2) 

 

22-Which bridge joins Bahrain and Saudi Arabia? 

    ______________________________________________________.                                          

23- Where did babies use to sleep in the past? 

    ______________________________________________________. 

25-What was Ayoub Hussein’s job? 

    ______________________________________________________                                 

24-Where can you see paintings about old Kuwait? 

    ______________________________________________________. 

25- What places can you visit in Bahrain? 

    ______________________________________________________. 

 

 

   

 

 


